
Worldwide, the costs due 
to shrinkage in logistics is 
massive 
In the logistics industry, goods worth 
ten billion Euros disappear every month. 
At the same time, the costs associated 
with fixing these problems are twice as 
high, often involving multiple parties in 
an exhausting blame game.

At SiB Solutions our goal is to put an 
end to shrinkage, and to change the 
world of logistics through cutting-edge 
technologies like Artificial Intelligence 
(AI), Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) 
and intelligent video analysis.

Intelligent video
and AI services for 
flawless logistics
SiB Solutions is a logistics technology company enabling  
flawless logistics across the supply chain. Our intelligent  
video and AI services instantly provide superior visibility,  
visual evidence and insights to companies transacting valuable  
goods with demanding service levels. Flawless logistics is  
smart for your business, operations and reputation.

Flawless logistics is profitable logistics 
The combination of data, video and AI in critical areas 
provides logistical superpowers:

• Maintain Service Level Agreements across your supply  
 chain and put an end to exhausting blame games.

• Cut costs, save money and improve margins.

• Stop errors in real time. Use retrospective analysis for  
 fact-based continuous improvements.

• Strengthen your brand and increase customer  
 satisfaction.

• Take one more step towards sustainability.

Subscribe to services designed  
to ensure visibility and insights
Inbound logistics, outbound logistics and inventory  
handling all benefit from intelligent video analysis and 
AI. Get fast results in critical areas where goods change 
ownership.

Our intelligent video and AI services fit companies  
with one warehouse, as well as companies with complex 
networks of DCs, warehouses and hubs.

It is perfect for warehouse logistics, manufacturing  
logistics, transport, last mile and store logistics.

We offer our services with a simple, affordable monthly  
subscription.

sibsolutions.com



The Concept 

1 Video and data are collected throughout the   
logistics process. Video is close-up video of   
goods. Data can come from barcode recording  
systems, warehouse management systems  
and so much more. 

4 Add AI to proactively guide your operations   
away from errors in real time.

3 When a claim or deviation occurs, simply search  
the order-id or activity to get an instant view of  
related videos showing goods handled.

2 The intelligent video service links and correlates 
video with collected data. The data may be interlin-
ked with data in WMS, TMS, MES or other system. 
This integration makes it possible to search video 
material from order-ids, and other events and  
activities in the supply chain. 

Our Customers
Many reputable  
companies already  
subscribe to our  
intelligent video and  
AI services.  
Come and join…

• Scania 
• CEVA Logistics 
• King Solutions 
• Nowaste Logistics 
• ...and more

About SiB Solutions
SiB Solutions was founded in 2017 in Ideon Science Park, Lund, Sweden. Today we are jamming together with customers and partners  
to change the world of logistics through cutting-edge technology. We come from 80 years of experience in logistics and technology.

Providing Value
Intelligent video and 
AI services provide  
value for logistics 
intense companies

• 3PL 
• E-commerce 
• Food & Beverage 
• Manufacturing 
• Retail 
• Last mile 
• Transport 
• Spare parts 
• Wholesale 
• …and other industries 

“ Using video analysis in logistics can have  
unexpected effects– such as reducing transport costs 
by 15 percent, something PostNord TPL AB  
has done for Bauhaus e-commerce logistics.”

 Full story in Dagens Logistik, 
 www.dagenslogistik.se

sibsolutions.com


